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A Video Tribute to Jim Rohn
Although Jim Rohn will be truly missed; the value he has left
to all of us through his intellectual property will continue to
make a difference in the lives of millions.
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Dear Charging Rhino,

You may have heard that Jim Rohn has had some health challenges for

a number of months now. For a while he was showing good signs of

improvement. However, and unfortunately, as of December 5th, 2009 our

great friend and mentor Jim Rohn has passed. Before he passed, Jim

personally watched this tribute video and it deeply touched him. 

Now you can view it out by going to www.clubrhino.com/jimrohn.html. 

Although Jim Rohn will be truly missed; the value he has left to all  of us

through his intellectual property will continue to make a difference in the

lives of millions.

Keep Charging,

Jerry "DRhino" Clark

www.clubrhino.com 
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Jerry Clark became a self-made millionaire while still in his 20s. Today,

through his company, Club Rhino, Inc., he conducts personal and

professional development seminars around the world.

The topics covered range from peak performance training, effective

communication strategies, and increasing productivity and profitability in

a home based business. Jerry is the producer of over 100 of the most

empowering audio programs available in the networking industry, many

of which also the authored, such as The Magic of Colors, Creating Magic,

and High Achievement Network Marketing, all of these and more can be

found through our affiliate link to Jerry's website here: ClubRhino.com

Jerry’s training products are currently being used by dozens of direct

sales and network marketing companies in over 35 countries worldwide.

Jerry recognizes that change occurs at the individual level, and he’s

committed to training others how to improve themselves by teaching peak

performance strategies that get results.

His articles have appeared in many major publications such as Success

magazine, and he was on the advisory board of Working At Home

magazine. Along with being the CEO & President of Club Rhino, Inc.,

Jerry is the founder of the AMG Business Group and The International

Academy of Rhinology™.

You can visit Jerry’s website and learn about all the resources he has

available, and sign up for his “Tip of the week” at ClubRhino.com.
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